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EXCAVATION AND SHORING SUPPORT FOR THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF
HEALTH EAST REDUNDANCY LOOP PROJECT AT BUILDING 10 ON N.I.H.
CAMPUS IN BETHESDA MARYLAND
Cory Surber
Project Manager, Clark Foundations / Civil LLC
Bethesda, Maryland, USA

Mo Hosseini
President, Clark Foundations / Civil LLC
Bethesda, Maryland, USA

ABSTRACT
The National Institutes of Health (N.I.H.) Utility Tunnel development consists of an underground concrete utility vault (measuring
approximately 44 ft long by 25 to 32 ft wide) and tunnel (measuring about 30 ft long by 16 ft wide). The overall structure extends 28
feet below existing grade and 16 feet below the existing tunnel located on the National Institutes of Health Campus in Bethesda,
Maryland. The proposed tunnel/vault structure is supported by a 2.5 foot thick mat foundation. The top 24 feet of soil consists
primarily of fill material, a mixture of silty sand and sandy silt with an underlying layer of disintegrated Schist rock. The proposed
structure requires temporary sheeting and shoring that would both support the existing mix-use tunnel and allow for the safe
excavation and construction of the proposed underground structure. A conventional needle beam shoring system was ruled out due to
the lack of space, the need to eliminate unnecessary tunneling, and to accelerate overall project schedule. A large scale utility hanging
system was conjured, consisting of nine drilled solder piles and 27 drilled bracket piles. Each pile was drilled from existing grades
prior to the start of excavation. As the existing cast-in-place utility tunnel structure was uncovered, brackets were installed on the
surrounding bracket piles while the surface was prepared to receive the proposed epoxy rods. The overhead utility support system
utilized drilled epoxy Williams’ threaded bars to transfer the loads into supporting double c-channel walers and strong-back cross
members. Each strong-back was designed to compensate for the calculated deflection of the tunnel once the below-structure
excavation operations began. Distribution wales and header beams were utilized along the length of the existing utility tunnel and
connected at the surrounding bracket piles. Upon successfully jacking the epoxy rods, the tunnel loading was directly transferred into
the underlying bracket piles and distributed into soils below the proposed structure. Excavation began beneath the existing tunnel
upon the final approval of the jacking data for the epoxy rods and all bracket welds were verified. Beneath the structure, each bay
between bracket piles was lagged while the opposite site was sloped to create a tunnel for the underpinning access. Excavation
commenced to the proposed subgrade at the completion of the underpinning piers. The remaining proposed utility vault portion of the
project was completed upon the installation of an external waler and internal strut bracing system. Each waler and internal strut was
specifically designed to eliminate the need for excessive patching with the newly poured cast-in-place below-grade walls. Monitoring
strips and points were installed along the tops of each bracket pile and along the roof of the existing tunnel structure. Crack monitors
were installed at an existing expansion joint located directly in the center of the supported tunnel system. At the overall completion of
the project, there were no signs of settlement within existing utility tunnel as well as notable movement of solder and bracket piles.

INTRODUCTION
The proposed National Institutes of Health East Redundancy
Loop development is comprised of the construction of an
underground utility vault (measuring approximately 44 feet
long by 25 to 32 feet wide) and connection tunnel (measuring
30 feet long by 16 feet wide). The proposed vault and
connection tunnel structures will extend 28 feet below the
existing grade and approximately 16 feet below an existing
tunnel. Upon completion, the proposed structure will allow
for the transfer of existing high pressured steam and chillwater lines below, from the existing utility tunnel connecting
National Institutes of Health Building #10 to neighboring
buildings, to a proposed utility tower directly above the
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connection tunnel, and on into a structural steel pipe gallery
that wraps around the N.I.H. Building #10. Each utility will
be transferred eastward along the south side of Building #10
until meeting a second steel utility tower and changing
direction, extending north along the east side of Building #10.
The overall scope of work was to provide a support of
excavation and shoring system that would allow the
installation of the proposed utility vault and connection
tunnels beneath the existing N.I.H. utility tunnel. Although
provided with an initial design at the time of bid, an alternate
and unique shoring system that would also aid in the support
of excavation system was conceived and utilized. The overall
project goal was to accelerate the project schedule, minimize
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cost, and maintain the daily pedestrian traffic utilizing the
existing utility tunnels. This was achieved through our ability
to “think outside the box” in conjunction with our vast
knowledge of the interactions between site specific soils and
the utilization of concrete and steel members based off of their
expected behaviors, properties, and installation practices.

SITE DESCRIPTION
The N.I.H. Utility Tunnel project is located on the National
Institute of Health Campus. Existing site grades varied in
elevation from 328 feet at the existing loading dock area to
318 feet South of an existing retaining wall structure.
Building 10, the only existing building within the influence of
the proposed structure, is comprised of 11 stories with 4
stories below existing grade and 16 stories with 1 story below
grade to the West and North respectfully. The actual project
site spans throughout the NIH Campus to encompass the
overall East Redundancy Loop proposed scope of work,
however, as it pertains to the necessary support of excavation
and shoring work, it is approximately 44 feet wide (East to
West) by 94 feet long (South to North).

total depth of 43.5 feet and consisting of Greenish-brown and
brown, silty, SAND (SM), trace mica and rock fragments.
Stratum A and B have N values of 14 to 15 and 5 to 41
respectively, and generally increase with depth. The
underlying layers of Stratum C and D, as determined by
Schnabel’s test borings, is comprised of greenish-brown and
white disintegrated rock and SCHIST with and N count of 60+
and REC values of 43% to 98% and RQD values of 21% to
71%.

LOADING
The existing below-grade NIH utility tunnel is a 6000psi castin-place concrete structure containing two independent tunnels
sharing the same central wall, approximately 25 feet wide by
10 feet tall. The first tunnel is twelve feet wide and contains
two existing active chilled water lines. The second tunnel is
10 feet wide and contains two pairs of active high pressure
steam lines. Both of the tunnels contain an existing utility
support hanger system allowing for the stacking of utilities
and comprised of C-Channel towers 20 feet on center
throughout the length of the utility tunnels.
Contract documents in conjunction with field investigation
indicated that the existing utility tunnel structure was a cast-inplace structure. Each of the walls was one foot thick, while
the floor and roof slab were 16” and 12” thick respectively.
The existing roof slab was designed for highway loading
which strongly influenced the selection of equipment to be
utilized during the support of excavation and shoring system
installation. Clark Foundations requested the elimination of
construction traffic and existing top soils, concrete, and
asphalt to reduce the overall loading, inevitably reducing
individual member sizes and associated costs.

Fig. 1. Existing N.I.H. utility tunnel loading diagram.
Photo 1. Project site and National Institutes of Health
Building #10
The existing site, as noted in Schnabel Engineering North,
LLC’s Geotechnical Engineering Report, East Redundancy
Loop, NIH Building 10, Bethesda MD, is comprised of two
main soil stratums. Stratum A, extending from elevation 328
feet down 323.5 feet consists of dark brown and brown, silty,
gravely, and sandy FILL, with asphalt fragments and trace
mica. Stratum B, extending from elevation 323.5 feet to a
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The overall support of excavation system was designed using
soil parameters and earth pressures calculated based on
Schnabel Engineering North, LLC’s Geotechnical Engineering
Report, East Redundancy Loop, NIH Building 10 Bethesda,
MD. The unit weight of soil was determined to be 130 PCF
with an angle of friction of 30 degrees.
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PROPOSED DESIGN
Clark Foundations received a preliminary sketch indicating the
National Institutes of Health’s proposed sheeting and shoring
design for the installation of the underground utility tunnel
structure. The preliminary design was based off of similar
projects throughout the N.I.H. campus; however, this
particular project would not have the required site access and
availability to provide a complete installation within the limits
of the schedule and preliminary budget expectations.

Fig. 2. Owner proposed support of excavation and shoring
design.
The overall proposed N.I.H. design utilized the installation of
large needle support beams spanning east-west beneath the
existing utility tunnel and spaced eight feet on center
throughout the 44 foot length of the proposed utility structure.
Each support beam would be connected to the underlying
concrete mat, resulting in a transfer of the tunnel load to either
drilled or driven pin piles. Six proposed underpinning piers
were scheduled to be installed beneath the existing utility
tunnel structure to the north and south of the proposed
structural limits. Off-line support of excavation system
consisting of interpier and normal 3” rough cut lagging would
be installed along the east and west portions of the proposed
structure and between the proposed underpinning piers and pin
piles.
A quick feasibility and constructability analysis was
performed and showed two main options for installation of the
support beams, excessive and sequential tunneling or vibrating
and splicing sections. The vibrating and splicing operation
were quickly eliminated due to the high costs associated with
continuous splicing of approximate five foot increments as
well as the inability to ensure that the vibrated beam would
achieve proper alignment with the proposed pin piles. The
only other installation option was to purchase the support steel
in full lengths and to the install the beams by sequentially
tunneling beneath the existing Utility Tunnel. Further analysis
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of this required construction process rendered the following
issues:
1. Preliminary design required a large section modulus
for needle beams, which would result a reduced
productivity of handling and installing the beams.
The overall project site is approximately 44 feet in
width and the proposed needle beams would have to
be at a minimum 30 feet in length. With the existing
Building 10 to the west and retaining walls to the
east 22 feet and 16 to 30 feet of the proposed
structure respectfully, this would be extremely timeconsuming if not impossible.
2.

Needle beam size could be reduced with the
installation of temporary posts beneath the existing
utility tunnel needle beams; however, you would not
have been able to successfully install the post beneath
proposed subgrade elevation without substantially
influencing and releasing the existing bearing soils
below the existing utility tunnel.

3.

Large needle beam spans would result in large
deflections or high cost of materials.

4.

Sequential tunneling would require excessive over
excavation beneath the existing tunnel structure that
could result in differential settlement.

5.

Additional safety issues with disturbed soils and
confined space restrictions would be both timeconsuming and costly.

6.

Each needle tunnel would need to be hand excavated
a minimum of four feet wide by four feet deep to
insert the proposed support steel and would require
temporary support of excavation.

7.

There would be extreme difficulties in obtaining a
100% connection between the needle beams and the
existing structure. To perform the assumed drypacking operation, the initial tunnel would have to be
excavated wider and deeper to allow access for
workers and the recently installed needle beams.
There would be an increase in influenced area with
the increased excavation beneath the existing Utility
Tunnel structure.

8.

Proceeding tunneling operations could not begin until
the completion of the previous dry-packing operation
(to achieve 100% load transfer).

9.

Off-line sheeting and shoring systems are costly to
the concrete contractor due the need for double-sided
formwork.

10. The utilization of the three underpinning piers
beneath the existing utility tunnel would be rendered
unnecessary if the support system was hung from
above. The overall project schedule would also see a
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major reduction in time due to the elimination of
unnecessary piers.

ALTERNATE DESIGN:
Clark Foundations’ sheeting and shoring design was
developed to accelerate the overall project schedule, reduce
cost, minimize potential safety hazards, and provide the
General Contractor with a means to install the proposed utility
vault and connection tunnel structure beneath the existing
multi-use utility tunnel. Based off of several feasibility
studies, this could have been achieved if the final design
would reduce the amount and size of internal bracing creating
a reduction in the amount of wall penetrations and allowing
for the utilization of pre-fabricated formwork during the
concrete operation. The overall project construction schedule
would inevitably see an overall reduction in both the support
of excavation and concrete below grade durations.
Clark Foundations’ design capitalized on the above-grade
access while also eliminating the need for extensive upfront
tunneling operations beneath the existing utility tunnel. Clark
Foundations eliminated a lengthy, not to mention difficult and
dangerous, confined space operation as required in the
proposed bid design, by developing an overall large scale
utility shoring system that would hang the existing structure
from above, allowing the General Contractor unimpeded
access beneath.

Fig, 3. Clark Foundations’ support of excavation and shoring
design.

Each of the Williams bars were sized per the predetermined
spacing and the corresponding loading of the existing utility
tunnel. By referencing the William’s Threaded Bar manual,
the proper concrete embedment length was determined to be
33” and would provide an overall working load of 59 kips.
Since verification of actual load transfer as well as project
safety are important, each epoxy bar would require a 150%
design load pullout test to be performed approximately three
days after installation and prior to the progression of the
shoring system installation.

Photo 2. Epoxy bar pullout test.
Each epoxy bar would be attached to double C-Channel walers
(2C15x33.9) by 1” 3/4” 5”x8” plates and 1-3/8” R73 All
Thread-Bar Hex Nuts (150 Ksi). Utilization of the walers
reduced the overall shoring cost due to their ability to be
recycled. Originally designed as one continuous C-Channel
waler along the entire length of the existing tunnel, the final
design utilized the staggered C-Channel waler placement that
would separate each of the central loads on the strong-backs
into two separate, spaced out (4ft), smaller loads which
resulted in an overall reduction in moment and strong-back
member size. The utilization of the drilled epoxy bars at six
foot increments allowed for an overall reduction in the unbraced length of the existing cast-in-place tunnel structure
along the length and width of the tunnel floor as well as
provided a direct load transfer into the underlying pin and
bracket piles. This reduced the possibility of excessive
deflections which could have lead to potential cracking of the
existing structure.

Shoring Design:
The overall shoring design utilized eleven #11 threaded 150
ksi Williams bars drilled and epoxied with Wil-bond 200
along the central and eastern tunnel walls. An overall bar
spacing of six feet on center was developed to match the
maximum underlying bracket spacing which would also allow
for a direct load transfer to the underlying bearable soils.
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Each strong-back beam was also designed to compensate for
the calculated deflection of the tunnel once the below structure
excavation began. The total tunnel load transfer would be
achieved by end welded connection comprised 1” stitch of
5/16” weld all around the flange of strong-back to flange of
two continuous HP12x53 grade 50 header beams running the
length of the existing tunnel. Each header beam would be
attached to the tops of both the pin and bracket piles within the
support of excavation system below.

Photo 3. Aerial view of strong-back beams with staggered
double C-channel “tieback” walers.
A total of ten 30 foot long strong-back beams, three W24x117
grade 50 and seven W24x104 grade 50 beams, were sized
utilizing the staggered loading form the existing tunnel’s
central and outer eastern walls in conjunction with the
installation of proposed CHS & R supports. The three
W24x117 grade 50 members differed in design due to a
proposed construction entrance for below-grade excavation/
tunneling operation which required a minimum of 9 foot open
space for the utilization of bobcat excavator. Since the nine
foot opening was larger than the proposed six foot bracket pile
spacing, brackets could not be utilized to transfer the vertical
tunnel loading into the piles. The final design required the
vertical tunnel load to be picked from the top with epoxy bars.
Two of the 11 epoxy bars would be installed directly above
the proposed construction entrance which will induces an
additional staggered load onto the three W24x117 grade 50
strong-back beams validating the larger section modulus.
As an extra precaution against potential settlement and utility
service disruption, two (2ea) utility hanger systems were
designed to provide additional support at two of the existing
CHS&R support frames located within the influence of the
below-structure excavation. As mentioned before, the existing
CHS&R support frames allowed for the stacking of the
existing 36” chilled water and 24” high pressure steam lines.
Located every 20 feet, the total 36” or 24” utilities weights
were transferred directly as distributed loads onto the existing
tunnel floor slab. Each of the utility hangers would be
installed to counteract this load by utilizing four (4ea) #6
threaded 75 Ksi Williams bars drilled through the roof and
attached beneath the existing tunnel’s floor slab by an
underlying 6” by 6”, ½” plate and corresponding 7/8” R73 All
Thread-Bar Hex Nut. Above the existing utility tunnel, each
pair of #6 threaded Williams bars would be connected to the
proposed strong-back beams by utilization of ten foot double
C-Channel walers. This would provide the required load
transfer to eliminate any potential settlement.
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An expansion joint was discovered as the existing tunnel
structure was unearthed and determined to be within the
influence of the proposed epoxy bar tributary loading design.
As a result, a temporary support “T” post with corresponding
footing was designed to eliminate the potential of differential
settlement between the North and South portions of the
existing utility tunnel. Due to the proposed six foot spacing of
the epoxy rods and the existing expansion joint being located
approximately two feet from one proposed epoxy bar and four
feet from another, a conservative design for the “T” post was
required. The overall design was based on an assumption that
the installed epoxy rods would not carry the load expected,
and a total of 12 feet of the existing tunnel loading would be
completely transferred into the proposed “T” post. This
resulted in the utilization of HP12x53 grade 50 post with an
HP10x42 grade 50 “T” support beam. The “T” post’s footing,
four feet by four feet, was sized based on the axial loads
transferred from the tunnel and the existing soil stratums.

Support of Excavation Design:
The overall support of excavation system design utilizes 27
drilled bracket piles, spaced six foot on center along the east
and west sides of the existing utility tunnel and two existing
retaining walls located in the southwest portion of the project.
Nine additional drilled solder piles spaced at eight foot on
center, were designed to be installed along portions of the
project that were out of the influence of the existing structures
and required to only provide lateral earth retention (primarily
the eastern portions of the project). Each bracket pile was
designed with a 13 foot, 27” diameter, 3500 psi concrete toe to
transfer the overall utility tunnel, bracket, and retaining wall
loads into the underlying disintegrated Schist rock layer. Each
of the drilled soldier beams were scheduled to be drilled with a
27“ auger as well, however, standard support of excavation
design required these piles to receive only a “one-bag” toe.
One of the main objectives was to eliminate the need for
internal bracing. In typical sheeting and shoring designs, the
maximum unbraced length of a soldier beam is around 12 feet.
To eliminate the need for internal bracing, the design would
have to incorporate a 16 foot unbraced length for soldier
beams as well as the bracket piles. The concrete contractor
would be able to use prefabricated formwork to pour the
below tunnel walls which would result in a reduction of
project schedule. In typical bracket pile designs, there is a
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desire to provide lateral bracing within four feet of the bracket
connection due to the large bracket bending moment working
in conjunction with the soil bending moment. This was
compensated for with the addition of steel packing above the
bracket connection, as well as the existing tunnel structure
allowing for the bending bracket moment to counteract the soil
bending moment due to the bracket’s orientation.

Photo 4. Underlying bracket pile displaying steel packing and
the dry packing & steel shim connection.
The installation of the steel packing directly above the bracket
would allow for the utilization of the bending created by the
bracket (moment) to flex the beam into the existing tunnel
wall. This would, in theory, guarantee the creation of a simple
support above the proposed bracket connection as well as
eliminate any doubt in the strength, or the ability of the
bracket connection to the existing structure to resist lateral
loading and maintain a 100% positive connection. In short,
the bottom mat of the existing utility tunnel was used as a top
tier support for the bracket piles.
Dry-packing in conjunction with steel shims were chosen for
the final bracket connection design in lieu of “flat jacks” to
reduce the overall amount of installation time. Utilization of
steel shims allows for the future adjustments in loading
through re-driving if needed. The overall bracket was sized to
be an HP12x53 grade 50 based off of the designed point load
created by the steel shims in conjunction with the dry-packing
and moment spacing 1’-6” from the central axis of the bracket
pile. Overall, the connection required full ½” weld all around
bracket to pile connection point to resist both the shear and the
bracket moment-pullout tendency at the top of the bracket.
The bracket pile unbraced length was developed to be 16 feet
due to the necessity of the site access beneath the existing
tunnel structure. What normally would result in the selection
of a member with a large section modulus, the utilization of
the simple support created by the steel packing above the
bracket, the overall axial load from the overlying hanger
shoring system, and the continuous temporary bracing from
the lagging, allowed for the installation of an drilled HP14x89
grade 50 pile in lieu of a much larger W-section.
Another major concern with the preliminary NIH design was
the overall duration of the underpinning pier installation
operations. To reduce the overall project schedule by
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approximately three weeks, there would need to be a reduction
of two underpinning piers. Fortunately, the utilization and
placement of the hanger system allowed for this reduction of
underpinning piers beneath the existing tunnel structure. By
installing a bracket pile at each of the four corners of the 44
foot by 25 foot proposed structure, only four 4000 psi concrete
underpinning piers, two north and two south, would be needed
in lieu of the preliminary design’s six. One epoxy bar would
be installed directly above each pair of the underpinning piers,
reducing their overall section properties by essentially
eliminating the axial compression component on each pier.
Each of the proposed underpinning piers would primarily be
utilized as a lateral support of excavation system with interpier
lagging installed between. Typical un-reinforced
underpinning piers can resist tension cracking at unbraced
length of no greater than 10 feet. An overall unbraced length
of 16 feet was obtainable for the NIH utility project as a result
of existing soil conditions, increase in strength of concrete
(3500 psi to 4000 psi), and a reduction of the existing tunnel
surcharge loading due to the extension of the hanger system
above and beyond the north and south limits of excavation.
The northwest portion of the proposed structure included the a
proposed sump pit to be installed five additional feet below
top of slab, which would result in a 19 foot unbraced length
for two bracket piles and one underpinning pier. As stated
before, a larger un-brace length equates to larger bending
moments, so unfortunately at this location, one internal corner
brace was utilized to maintain an overall reduction in the
section of underpinning piers as well as section modulus
required for the influenced bracket piles. Conveniently, the
corner brace would be located with the sequence of the
proposed concrete pour in mind, allowing it’s removal at the
completion of the sump pits.
The proposed connection utility tunnel between the proposed
underground utility vault and utility tower, is approximately
30 feet long and 16 feet wide and would serve as the main
construction access/ramp for the project. The overall goal in
the sheeting and shoring design for this area was to eliminate
the amount of the internal bracing to increase the amount of
productivity of excavation equipment utilizing the
construction ramp and entrance. Five of the 27 drilled bracket
piles bracing 3” wood lagging, as mentioned above, would
support an existing retaining wall to the south of the
connection tunnel while also acting as a means of support of
excavation. Unlike the bracket piles to be installed along the
existing utility tunnel, the retaining walls would induce an
additive bending moment to the piles that due to the bracket
orientation. This resulted in the utilization of an HP14x89
grade 50 as a result of not having the simple support above the
bracket, surcharges from existing generators, and a the overall
unbraced length.
Seven of the nine drilled solder piles bracing 3” lagging would
also act as the sole means of support of excavation along the
north and east connection tunnel. The overall unbraced length
of both the bracket and solder beams were also 16 feet in this
area to allow for the utilization of prefabricated concrete
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formwork as well as to eliminate internal bracing conflicts
with the excavation operation. With an overall concern with
the deflection of the soldier beams, large W18 sections were
chosen due to their section properties and overall ability to
resist deflection compared to a standard HP section.
An internal wale and bracing system was developed and
design to be installed one foot above the proposed connection
tunnel roof pour. Originally, this design would allow the
concrete contractor to form and pour the concrete roof with
ease and reduce the overall project schedule; however, the
excavation operation would have been directly impacted. The
final design utilized a non-spaced out wale and brace system
to be installed directly to the outside flanges of the soldier
beams and bracket piles changing the original design from
compression based to tension based. Tension struts were to be
installed above the proposed tunnel roof slab and at ten foot
increments along the length of the connection tunnel. This
would provide for optimal excavation along the 37 foot by 16
foot construction entry, accelerate the concrete operation, as
well as allow for the support of excavation operations to
complete prior to the construction ramp removal.

Concurrently, the drilling operation continued with the
installation of soldier beams BP11-BP14, PP1-PP2, BP15BP19, BP25-BP27, SB10, and BP10-BP1 from the existing
grade of elevation 328. All bracket piles supporting the
existing utility obtained a 3500 psi concrete toe to finalize
their installation as scheduled. The following morning each of
the holes were completed with the addition of flowable fill or
“one-bag” material. The remaining soldier beams, SB7, SB8,
SB9, were installed once the existing western retaining wall
had been demolished.

INSTALLATION AND TESTING
The overall installation of the NIH Utility Tunnel shoring and
support of excavation system began with an initial pretrenching operation by the excavation contractor. This process
aided in the identification and removal of all unknown objects
that could hinder the bracket pile and soldier beam instillation
operations. The pre-trenching procedure also allowed for the
identification of the existing retaining wall footing elevations
as well as the discovery of any potential saw cutting
requirements at future pile locations. Layout was provided for
the proposed soldier and bracket piles with the use of marked
building corners and wall lines. Each of the soldier piles were
offset three additional inches from wall line to compensate for
any discrepancies occurred during the installation process,
while bracket piles located along the existing tunnel wall were
laid out 9”from the outer face of the existing utility tunnel to
compensate for the proposed below tunnel structural wall.
Once all existing footings have been identified and piles have
been located and marked, the pile drilling operation began.
Clark Foundations mobilized McKinney Drilling Company’s
L.D.H. drilling rig and crew to perform the installation of
soldier beams due to the existing NIH Utility tunnel’s traffic
design loading. The drilling operation began with the
installation of soldier beams SB1 – SB4, BP20 – BP24, and
SB6-SB5 were drilled from existing grade to allow for the
excavation to the bottom of footing elevation of the southeast
and eastern retaining walls. All necessary lagging was
installed along the soldier beams SB1-SB4, BP20-BP24, and
SB6-SB5 to achieve the required cut to relive the pressure
behind the existing retaining wall. The eastern retaining and
corresponding footings were saw cut, demolished, and
removed from the site making way for the proposed structure.
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Fig. 4. Clark Foundations’ support of excavation and shoring
installation plan view.
A four foot cut around edges of the existing utility tunnel was
provided by the excavator as the tops of the bracket piles were
cut to match the top of existing tunnel elevation to prepare for
the installation of the proposed header beams. All existing
asphalt, concrete, and top soil above, were removed, while
also excavating to the proposed bench elevations as indicated
on the Sheeting and Shoring drawings (EL315) on both sides
of the existing utility tunnel. Excavation proceeded from the
north towards the south to allow for excavation loading and
the progression of the tunnel support system installation. At
this point, the base line monitoring readings were recorded as
well as the installation of angles to the faces of the soldier
beams for monitoring references.
Upon uncovering the existing utility tunnel, a preconstruction/excavation survey consisting of 8.5” by 11”
photos with descriptions was performed from within the
existing structures, neighboring buildings, and throughout the
remainder of the project site. All existing cracks were
identified, documented, and base-line data was established for
continuing monitoring.
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Upon achieving 18 foot excavated lengths across the top of the
existing utility tunnel, each of the header beams were set on
the east and west walls of the utility tunnel. Header beam HB1
was welded to the tops of piles BP11 through BP19. Header
beam HB2 was welded to the tops of piles BP1-BP10. At the
completion of installing the header beams, each cross beams
(SCB1-10) were set perpendicular to the existing tunnel and
welded to the East and West header beams. The double Cchannel wales (2C15x33.9) supporting the proposed epoxied
rods and utility rods were installed parallel to the existing
utility tunnel and distribution beams. Each double channel
wale was installed the predetermined staggered locations as
indicated on the plans using 10’ lengths and welded to the
cross beams.

Photo 6. Installed CHS & R hanger supports and epoxy rods.

Photo 5. Installation of Strong-back beams.
The existing interior utility tunnel wall and proposed epoxy
rod locations were marked and verified through back
calculations. The epoxy rod drilling operation commenced
with drilling at the identified support rod locations. Each of
the drilled holes was approximately 33” (thirty-three inches)
in depth and 1-3/4” in diameter. As wall rebar was
encountered, an attempt to relocate the hole was made,
otherwise the holes were core-drilled. All dust and debris
within each of the holes were removed by cleaning and
injection of compressed air. Williams’ Wil-bond 200 epoxy
paste was dispensed from the bottom of the hole and each hole
was filled to approximately 5/8 of the scheduled depth.
Williams 150 ksi All-Thread Bars (#11) were inserted into the
bottom of the each of the holes in a clockwise turning motion.
Plates were then placed over the epoxy rods, which rest on the
tops of the double C-channel wales (2C15x33.9). Each of the
support rod installations was complete and ready for jacking
and lockoff once the epoxy had sat for a minimum of 48
hours. A preliminary tension tests was preformed on the three
bars to 1.5 times the design load prior to installing of
productivity rods to ensure that the proper hole depth and
epoxy mix would suffice for the design load. Each bar was
jacked to the design load with a 30 ton ram and locked off
inducing the expected deflections within the overall shoring
system.
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An appropriate bench was provided below a 12 foot 1.5 foot to
1.0 foot slope cut to begin the installation of support brackets
from BP1-BP19 as located on the support of excavation and
shoring drawings. No two adjacent brackets were opened at
the same time to prevent settlement. Bracket pile approach
pits were required and installed at BP18 and BP19 by utilizing
lagging boards concurrently, while lagging along BP20-BP27
and SB6-SB5 progressed as for the continuing sequential
installation of the proposed brackets. All brackets were
installed at each of the bracket pile locations by hand
excavating a small hole behind the pile and under the footing
of the utility tunnel and retaining walls. As designed, each
bracket consisted of a two to three foot long HP12X53 that
was placed horizontally under the tunnel and welded to the
back face of the pile. One-half inch stiffener plates were
installed parallel to the bracket flanges, on both sides of the
pile web to resist deformation of the pile per detail. Three
Quarter inch plates were installed underneath the existing
tunnel as well as the retaining walls to accept dry packing.
Dry packing in conjunction with steel shims was installed
between the existing tunnel or retaining wall and bracket.
Upon the completion of the existing N.I.H. Utility Tunnel
shoring system and bracket installation, lagging was installed
to two feet below the first tier of schedule bracing at piles
SB7-SB9, SB1-SB4, BP20-BP27, and SB10. Above tunnel
grade wales W1, and W3, struts S3-1, S4-1, and S5-1, and
corner brace CB1 were installed to allow for the excavation to
subgrade and the second tier of bracing in the southeast
portion of the project. Lagging and excavation continued
between piles SB7-SB9, SB1-SB4, BP20-BP27, and BP10 to
approximately 5-6’ below the existing utility tunnel to allow
for the creation of the construction ramp and access below the
existing tunnel for the start of the underpinning operation.
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soil under the utility tunnel was laid back on the south side of
UP1 and north side of UP4 to a one foot to one foot slope.
The initial tunneling acted as the approach pits to the
underpinning pits to allow access to clean the bottom of the
tunnel of debris and soil, ensuring a good bond between the
existing footing and the underpinning. Each of the
underpinning pits were hand excavated to approximately two
feet below subgrade and them filled with 4000 psi concrete to
the bottom of the existing utility tunnel footing. All concrete
was pumped from the existing grade into each of the
underpinning pits and upon the completion of the last
underpinning pit, mass excavation continued. Installation of
the interpier lagging between the piers continued with the
progression of the excavation. One grade beam was installed
between each of the pair of underpinning piers to provide
further support for the interior wall of the existing utility
tunnel.
Photo 7. Initial excavation beneath the existing utility tunnel.
As excavation progressed beneath the existing tunnel, the
existing CHS&R Support Frame locations were located on the
roof and floor slabs within the tunnels. Each hole, 7/8” in
diameter, was drilled from within the utility tunnels to avoid
any conflicts with existing utilities. Two All-Thread Williams
bars (#6) were installed at each of the two CHS & R Support
Framing locations, while each bar was connected to the
shoring system’s strong-back beams above, by way of welded
double channel wales and underlying side of the floor slab
through the utilization of a typical #6 hex-nut and ½” plate
connection.
Prior to the underpinning pier operation, the initial excavation
beneath the existing utility tunnel progressed to install the
proposed “T” post expansion joint support. One foot to one
foot slopes were maintained beneath the existing tunnel
structure as the excavation of the proposed four feet by four
feet concrete footing progressed and eventually poured. The
proposed concrete footing was poured and a ½ bearing plate
utilizing four expansion Kwik bolts was installed. The “T”
post with support (HP10x42 grade 50 T section) beam was
erected and welded to the installed ½” footing bearing plate.
Installation was completed by achieving a 100% connection
between the “T” post and the underlying tunnel floor slab
through driven shims and drypacking. Upon the completion
of the “T” post support, the underpinning and CHS&R hanger
support operations could progress.
The underpinning procedure began with pits UP2 and UP3
followed by UP1 and UP4. Clark Foundations tunneled to
UP3 from between bracket piles BP16 and BP18. Tunneling
for UP3 consisted of laying back the soil under the utility
tunnel to a one foot to one foot slope and lagging between
BP18 and the proposed UP3 pit. Tunneling for UP2 consisted
of laying back the soil under the utility tunnel to a one foot to
one foot slope and lagging between BP14, BP13, BP12, and
the proposed UP2 Pit. At the completion of UP2 and UP3,
tunneling continued from both pit locations to the UP1 and
UP4 locations. Lagging was installed between pits UP2 and
UP3 as well the proposed UP1 and UP4 pit locations while the
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Photo 8. Underpinning piers UP3 & UP4 and proposed sump
pit.
While tunneling to underpinning piers UP3, lagging
installation commenced between bracket piles BP25-BP18
approximately two feet above the proposed second tier
bracing. Each second tier strut, S3-2, S4-2, and S5-2 were
installed to provide additional bracing to bracket piles BP15BP17 and allow for progression of the excavation operation to
subgrade. At underpinning pier UP1’s completion, corner
brace CB-4 was installed above the proposed sump pit
between UP1 and BP8, allowing for the progression of the
excavation operation and temporary sump pit support of
excavation operation. Excavation and lagging progressed
around the perimeter of the proposed below grade structure’s
walls until subgrade had been obtained. A box lagging
operation in lieu of proposed slope cuts commenced to the
bottom of proposed sump pit elevation with the aid of the
excavation contractor’s mini hoe.
The below-grade concrete operation began shortly after the
completion of the sump pit excavation. A decision was made
to leave the project’s construction ramp in place between
soldier beams SB1-SB7 and BP20-BP24 (proposed connection
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utility tunnel) throughout the concrete operation to provide
delivery and worker access. As the below-grade structural
walls were poured, proposed structural steel support columns
were installed, and a 100% connection between the existing
utility tunnel and cured utility vault was verified, the above
tunnel shoring system and construction ramp were removed.
Struts S1 and S2 were installed as access permitted and
lagging progressed beneath the construction ramp to the
proposed subgrade elevation. The below-grade concrete
operation then commenced with pouring the proposed mat
foundation and connection utility tunnel walls.
At the completion of the main below-grade structure, all
remaining bracing was removed.
Fig. 5. N.I.H. Utility Tunnel project monitoring plan.

Photo 9. N.I.H. Utility Vault concrete mat slab pour.

PERFORMANCE AND MONITORING
As noted before, The N.I.H. Utility Tunnel project is located
on the National Institute of Health Campus in Bethesda
Maryland. Upholding N.I.H.’s strict requirements, as well as
the fact that the existing utility tunnel structure was cast-inplace concrete, the field identification of an existing expansion
joint, and the overall sensitivity of the existing active utilities,
the overall shoring system was designed to eliminate the
possibility of deflections and overall structural settlement.
The overall shoring system was designed to counteract each of
the structural element’s evaluated deflection values. Through
the utilization of the epoxy bar pullout test, each epoxy bar
was stressed and locked off at the exact design load to induce
the expected deflections and settlement of each individual
component contained within the overall shoring system. In
theory, this would not allow for the system to “flex” upon the
progression of the below tunnel excavation operation, thus
resulting in a need for an extensive monitoring plan of action.
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The initiated monitoring system utilized 12 elevation points on
the top of the existing N.I.H. utility tunnel, 27 Sesco
monitoring strips attached to installed soldier and bracket
piles, three Sesco strips attached to existing buildings, seven
Avongard crack monitors, and 20 elevation spot checks on the
installed bracket piles. The 12 elevation points located along
the top of the existing N.I.H. utility tunnel were utilized in
conjunction with the 20 spot elevation checks on the bracket
piles surrounding the existing tunnel structure, to identify and
track the differential settlement if it occurred. Four Avongard
crack monitors were installed at existing cracks located on the
southeast retaining walls supported by bracket piles, while
three additional crack monitors were installed within the
existing utility tunnel to track the existing utility tunnel
expansion joint’s settlement. All 27 Sesco monitoring strips
were utilized to track and identify potential lateral movement
trends resulting from the support of excavation system, while
the three Sesco strips attached to the existing Building #10,
two to the west, and one to the northeast were installed to
identify any potential settlement resulting form the excavation
operation.
The overall monitoring requirements as set forth in the
monitoring plan required that all monitoring shall commence
upon the initial uncovering of the existing utility tunnel and as
the reference point became available. A minimum of three
initial readings were utilized as base-line readings for the top
and bottom of tunnel elevations, soldier beam locations
(horizontal and vertical), and existing crack widths as
indicated by the crack monitors. Upon completion of the
base-line readings, all monitoring was performed twice
weekly until the below-grade structure was completed.
Throughout the shoring, support of excavation operation,
excavation operation, and concrete to grade operations, the
overall N.I.H. Utility project monitoring data showed no signs
of settlement within the existing utility tunnel as well as
notable movement of solder and bracket piles for the
supporting of excavation system. All crack monitors
identified only movement due to thermal expansion. This was
verified by collecting all data at the same time during the day
and comparing with a few spot checks at varying times
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throughout the same day. Each day at the selected time, the
crack monitors would return to the positions noted the prior
readings.

Fig. 6. N.I.H. Utility Tunnel project monitoring data.

Photo 10. Completed support of excavation and shoring
systems.

CONCLUSION
Upon the completion of the N.I.H. Utility Tunnel project, the
overall support of excavation and shoring system was safely
installed ahead of schedule, under proposed budget, and
experienced no signs of significant settlement or movement.
Initial bid design and construction feasibility studies allowed
for the development and selection of the unique hanger
support system which created these opportunities. More
specifically, by identifying the need for an alternate design
that would utilize the available site as well as eliminating
potentially dangerous and time-consuming operations, Clark
Foundations’ hanger support system allowed for the shoring
and support of excavation schedule duration to be completed
two months ahead of schedule. All of the scheduled shoring
and the majority of the support of excavation work (piles)
were completed from existing grades prior to the start of the
mass excavation operation. Clark Foundations’ provided the
General Contractor with a design that almost entirely
eliminated the need for internal bracing and resulted in an
early start of the scheduled concrete-to-grade operation.
Throughout the progression of the below-grade structure, and
well after Clark Foundations’ contract work completion, the
Concrete Contractor was able to accelerate their scheduled by
utilizing online, re-usable, pre-fabricated, formwork in
conjunction with minimal patching resulting from a reduce
quantity of wall penetrations. Clark Foundations’ design team
utilized an extensive knowledge of the existing site soils in
conjunction with steel and concrete behaviors and properties
to identify and induce the predicted deflections into the
shoring system during installation eliminating significant
movement. An overall reduction in cost was also obtained as
a result of the ability of the designer to incorporate and
manipulate design loading patterns to minimize support
members quantities, sizes, and locations.
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